Interior Lighting

Ambient only
omni02

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Assign materials and adjust space

Add Ceiling

Add Furniture
**Interior Lighting**

**STEP 4**

- **Outer Omni:**
  - Imitate color refraction of material
  - Consider color of material then assign color of light
  - 

**Color Scheme:**
- Yellow color
- Pink color

**Diagram Details:**
- Front view
- Top view
- Right side view
Interior Lighting

Ceiling become brighter

Floor become brighter

STEP6
Interior Lighting

Wall become brighter

Add direct light on the wall
Interior Lighting

- Ambient only
  - omni02

- Assign materials and adjust space

- Outer omni effect

- Direct light → Imitate sun light
Create brightness by Direct light on floor and ceiling

Wall become brighter

Floor become brighter

Create brightness by Direct light on wall

Ceiling become brighter
SKY LIGHT
Add light on window for imitate external light.
Interior Lighting

Light on ceiling
APPLY ANOTHER STANDARD LIGHTS

- Add more accessories
- Add more light
- Apply materials
Interior Lighting